
Springtime Activities 

Spring is all around you and 
Lotherton is waiting patiently 
for your return. Until then 
have a look at some of our 
Spring inspired activities to 
keep you entertained at home 
this school holiday.  



Spring Crossword 
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Across: 

2. Clocks go ______

3. A baby red deer.

4. This blooms on apple trees.

5. The season before spring.

7. A baby bird.

8. The trees have new ______

Down: 

1. Eggs begin to _______

2. Frogs lay this in ponds, lakes,
rivers and streams. 

6. A Christian festival that
happens in spring. 

7. Some people choose to spring
________ their homes. 



Did you know? 

Our deer park was created in the early 1980’s when a herd of nearby 
Red Deer were moved from Temple Newsam to the Lotherton estate. A 
male red deer is called a ‘stag’, a female is a ‘hind’ and a baby is called 
a ‘calf’ or ‘fawn’. Calves are born from late May onwards. 

Our orchard was planted in 2005 in partnership with the Northern Fruit 
Group and contains approximately 109 varieties of apple tree; many of 
these are local, Yorkshire varieties. 

You can visit us in the autumn when we have special harvest days! 



Springtime Flower Printing 
Make beautiful flower prints with nature as your paintbrush 
inspired by Lotherton’s ‘Springtime’ painting by E.A. Hornel, 
1904.  



Springtime Flower Printing 

You will need: A selection of flowers and leaves, paint, paper or card. 

Pick some flowers of different shapes and sizes, get your paint palette 
ready of different colours and choose your paper or card to print on. 
Simply dip your flowers in to the paint, keeping the colours separate 
and print on the paper. Try overlapping the prints for different effects. 
When it’s dry, turn your print into artwork, a greetings card or maybe 
even wrapping paper.   



Spring Flower Spotter Sheet  
When you next step outside look closely at the signs of Spring 
that are popping up all around you.  

How many can you find? 



The Peony Priest 
This statue in Lotherton gardens shows the Japanese poet Sho 
Haku sitting on a water buffalo reading a book. He has been at 
Lotherton since 1968 and peonies are often planted around him. 



 
 

 
How to draw a Peony  
 

 

 

  

1. Draw a small bean shape for the 
middle of the peony  

2. Using curved lines in C and S 
shapes draw the bud of the 
peony  

3. Build up the petals around the 
bud using uneven curved lines 
and curved shapes   



 
 

 

 

 

 

4. Add shading to your petals with 
small curved lines  

5. Add definition to your peony by 
outlining some of the petals in 
black  

6. Draw the stem and leaves to 
finish  



 
 

 
The Egg Quiz 
 

How many of these animal egg questions can you answer 
correctly?  

1. What is the main purpose of an egg’s shell? 

A. To provide protection 
B. To act as a cushion, provide water and other nutrients 
C. To supply food for the developing young 

 
2. What is the purpose of the white of the egg? 

A. To provide protection 
B. To act as a cushion, provide water and other nutrients 
C. To supply food for the developing young 

 
3. What is the purpose of the egg yolk? 

A. To provide protection 
B. To act as a cushion, provide water and other nutrients 
C. To supply food for the developing young 

 
4. Which animal lays the largest egg? 

A. Penguin 
B. Ostrich 
C. Crocodile 

 
5. Which bird lays the smallest egg? 

A. Hummingbird 
B. Wren 
C. Parrot 

 
Answers are at the back of the pack. 

 



 
 

 
Egg Colouring 

 

Wildlife World started out as a Bird Garden and is 
still home to many birds, including some that are 
critically endangered in the wild and others that 
play an important part in breeding programmes.  All 
of these birds came from eggs – some big, some 
small, with different colours, patterns and shapes!   
 

 

Colour in these eggs in any design you wish!  What might hatch 
out of them?  

 

 

 
  



 
 

 
The Egg Experiment 
 

What do you think will happen to an egg placed in 
vinegar? Follow the instructions below to find out! 

 
1. Take two raw eggs and two clear drinking glasses or jars. 

 
2. In one of them, fill it with tap water and immerse the egg. 

 
3. In the other, fill it with vinegar and immerse the egg. 

 
4. Leave the eggs for 24-36 hours. 

 
5. Remove the eggs and compare them. 

 
What happened to each egg? 

The egg in water should have remained the same, but the shell around 
the egg in vinegar should have dissolved. 

 

Is one egg larger than the other? 

The egg which was in water will be the same size as the shell protects it. 
The egg in vinegar should have increased in size because without the 
shell the liquid can pass into the egg and make it swell.  

 

Does the egg which was in the vinegar bounce? 

Hold the egg from a small height of around 5cm and drop it to see if it 
bounces. Gradually increase the height to see how high it can 
withstand without breaking! Do this part over a wipe-clean surface! 

  



 
 

 
Spring Crossword – Answers 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 
 

Ostrich Egg measuring 12cm long  

Answers to the egg quiz:  

1. a 
2. b 
3. c 
4. b – Ostrich eggs can be up to 18cm long! 
5. a – Hummingbird eggs are only 1.3cm long 
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